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Our main result is an extension of a theorem due to Novodvorskii and Taylor; 
we give some special cases. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with identity, 
and let d be its maximal ideal space. Let B be a Banach algebra with identity; 
let B-’ denote the invertible group in B and id B denote the set of idempotents 
in B. Let [(A B B)-‘1 denote the set of path components of (A G B)-‘, and 
[d, B-l] denote the set of homotopy classes of continuous maps of d into B-*. We 
prove that the Gelfand transform on A induces a bijection of [(A a B)-‘1 onto 
[A, B-l], and extend this result to prove a theorem of Davie. We show that the 
Gelfand transform induces a bijection of [id(A @ B)] onto [d, id B], and 
investigate consequences of this result for specific examples of the Banach 
algebra B. 
INTRODUCTION 
The object of this paper is to investigate further the relationship between 
the algebraic structure of a commutative Banach algebra and topological pro- 
perties of its maximal ideal space. Much work has already been done on this 
subject; we shall prove a general theorem which includes most of this previous 
work as particular cases. 
Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with identity, and let d be its 
maximal ideal space. We shall be concerned with topological properties of d 
which can be characterized in terms of homotopy classes of continuous maps of 
d into a classifying space M. If X and Y are topological spaces, let [X] denote 
the set of connectivity components of X, and let [X, Y] denote the set of 
homotopy classes of continuous maps from X to Y. An early result of this type 
is due to Arens [I] and Royden [22], who proved that the Gelfand transform 
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induces a bijection of [A-r] onto [O, C\(O}], where iz-l denotes the group of 
invertible elements of A. Later Arens [2] proved that the Gelfand transform 
induces a bijection of [GL,(A)] onto [d, GL,(C)], where GL,(A) denotes the 
space of invertible n x n matrices with entries in A. Then in 1971 Davie [6] 
generalized these results to prove that if B is a Banach algebra with identity, 
then the Gelfand transform induces a homotopy equivalence of (A a B))’ 
with C(d, B-r). 
Novodvorskii [18] has proved the following more general theorem. Let A be 
a semisimple commutative Banach algebra with identity, and let d be its 
maximal ideal space. Let M be a complex homogeneous space embedded as 
an open subset of C”, and set 
A, = ((a1 (...) un) E A”: u(ul ,...) a,) c M}, 
where u(ur ,..., a,) denotes the joint spectrum in B of the set (a, ,..., a,}. 
Novodvorskii proved that the Gelfand transform induces a bijection of [A,+,] 
onto [d, M]. This theorem has as a corollary the Arens theorem, and can be 
used to show that the algebraic K,(A) is isomorphic to the Atiyah-Hirzebruch 
K,,(d). Recently Taylor [25] has generalized Novodvorskii’s theorem to the 
case where M is a homogeneous space embedded as a closed submanifold of 
an open set in Cc”; he has also removed the hypothesis that -4 be semisimple by 
finding a different characterization of A, . As an application of this theorem, 
Taylor proves that if II is a finite-dimensional algebra then the Gelfand transform 
induces a bijection of [id(A @ A)] onto [A, id A], where for an algebra B, id R 
denotes the set of idempotents in B. 
We shall prove a generalization of the theorem of Novodvorskii and Taylor 
for M in a class of infinite-dimensional manifolds with properties analogous to 
those of homogeneous spaces. An an application we shall be able to remove the 
hypothesis that /l be finite-dimensional from the above result of Taylor; 
specifically, we shall prove that if B is a Banach algebra with identity, then the 
Gelfand transform induces a bijection of [id(i2 6; B)] onto [A, id B]. We shall 
also obtain Davie’s theorem, and, since our result extends those of Novodvorskii 
and Taylor, our version will also imply the earlier results of Arens and Arens- 
Royden. 
The proofs of the Novodvorskii-Taylor theorems depend on the fact that 
the classifying spaces involved are complex homogeneous spaces. They use 
deep results of Grauert [9] concerning holomorphic sections of analytic fiber 
bundles, which have been generalized by Ramspott [20] to an “Oka principle” 
for maps of a Stein space into a complex homogeneous space. Taylor uses a 
version of the infinite-dimensional functional calculus, similar to that of Craw [5], 
to transfer these results to a Banach algebra setting. In our situation the classi- 
fying spaces are no longer homogeneous spaces in the usual sense; we are 
forced to develop a theory for certain infinite-dimensional manifolds analogous 
to the well-known theory for homogeneous paces. 
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In Section 1 of this paper we discuss manifolds modeled on a Banach space, 
and the analogous concept of infinite-dimensional Lie groups. We consider the 
action of such a Lie group on a Banach space, and prove that the orbits of such 
an action have properties like those of homogeneous spaces. We show 
(Proposition 1.6) that the set of idempotents in a Banach algebra is a discrete 
union of such orbits. In Section 2 we derive a version (Theorem 2.1) of the 
Grauert-Ramspott theorem which is suitable for our purposes. We lean heavily 
on results of Bungart [3], who has extended Grauert’s original work to infinite- 
dimensional Lie groups. Our approach in Section 3 follows that of Taylor 
[25, Section 21. We show that the functional calculus applies in our setting, 
and then use it together with the results of Section 2 to extend the general 
theorem of Novodvorskii and Taylor. In Section 4 we apply the results of 
Sections 3 and 1 to obtain Davie’s theorem and our new theorem on idem- 
potents (Theorem 4.5). We then interpret our results for particular choices of 
the Banach algebra B. 
1. BANACH HOMOGENEOUS PACES 
We shall be concerned with a class of infinite-dimensional manifolds, which 
we shall call Banach manifolds, and which can be loosely described as analytic 
manifolds modeled on a Banach space. If a Banach Lie group acts transitively 
on such a manifold, and if certain complementation conditions are satisfied, 
then we shall call the manifold a Banach homogeneous space. We shall derive 
some properties of Banach homogeneous spaces, and show that the set of 
idempotents in a Banach algebra is a discrete union of such spaces. 
Let X and Y be complex Banach spaces, let U be open in X and let f: U+ Y 
be a map. We shall sayf is holomorphic in U iffis complex FrCchet differentiable 
at each point of U; that is, the real FrCchet derivative exists and is complex 
linear at each point of U. We shall denote the derivative off at x E U by dfx . 
For a discussion of infinite-dimensional holomorphy, see [17]. We need the 
following version of the inverse function theorem, which is a consequence of 
[15, Theorem 1, p. 131. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let X and Y be complex Banach spaces, let U be open in X, 
and let fi U + Y be a holomorphic map. Let x E U, and assume that dfz is a linear 
isomorphism of X onto Y. Then there exist neighborhoods V of x and W off(x) 
szcch that f maps V onto Wand has a holomorphic inverse there. 
Let M be a topological space. A holomorphic atlas on M is a collection of 
pairs {( Ui ,$%): i E I} satisfying: 
(1) each U, is open and {U,: i E I} is a cover of M, 
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(2) each & is a homeomorphism of U, onto an open subset &(U,) of 
some Banach space Ei , and for any i E: I, q$( Ui n U,) is open in Ei ; 
(3) the map $j$;l: $i(Ui n U,) --f #,(Ui n U,) is biholomorphic for each 
pair i, i E I. 
A topological space M together with a holomorphic atlas on M will be called 
a complex Banach manifold. If all the Banach spaces E, are isomorphic to a 
fixed Banach space X, we shall say M is a complex Banach manifold modelled 
on X. Since all the manifolds which concern us are complex, we shall frequently 
drop the adjective complex. 
If M and N are Banach manifolds with atlases ((Lri , &): i E I> and 
{(V, , 4,): i E J}, respectively, and if f: M -N is a continuous map, we shall 
sayf is holomorphic if $Q 0 f 0 4;’ is a holomorphic map for each pair i E I, j E J. 
We define the notions of tangent space and the differential of a holomorphic 
map in the standard way (cf. [15]). We shall denote the tangent space to a 
Banach manifold M at p E M by J/r, , and the differential at p of a holomorphic 
map f: M + N by df, . Note that MD is a complex Banach space, and df, is a 
bounded complex linear map. In the case where M is a Banach space S, we can 
identify the tangent space X, to X at x E X with X itself, where ~1 E X corre- 
sponds to the vector I/, E -Ti, given by 
for f holomorphic in a neighborhood of S. Thus if (C’, 4) is a coordinate neigh- 
borhood about p E M where 4 maps U to a Banach space X, then M, can be 
identified with X. We observe that Theorem 1.1 applies to a holomorphic map 
f: M + N, where M and N are Banach manifolds. 
Let X be a Banach space. A closed linear subspace Y of X is called a com- 
plemented subspace if there is a closed linear subspace Z of X such that 
X = Y @ Z. Equivalently, Y is complemented in X if there is a continuous 
linear projection of X onto Y. Let M be a Banach manifold, N a subset of M. 
We call N a submanifold of M if for each point p E ,V there exists a Banach 
space X and a coordinate neighborhood (U,(b), 4: UC M- X, such that 
$(N n U) is a neighborhood of 0 in a complemented subspace of X. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let M and N be Banach manifolds, and let f: M + N be 
a holomorphic map satisfying 
(1) for each p E 44, ker df, is a complemented subspace of M, ; 
(2) for each p E M, df,: MD ---f Nftp) is surjective. 
Then 
(a) for each p E M, f -l( f (p)) is a submanifold of M; 
(b) for each p E M, there exist neighborhoods U of p in M and V off(p) 
in N such that there is a holomorphic map g,: V --f U zvith f 0 g, the identity on V. 
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Proof. Choose a coordinate map 4: WC M + M,, with 4(p) = 0 and 
d+,=I:M,-+M,. Let 7~ MD--+ ker df, be a projection, and let p = (f, n 04): 
W --f N x ker df, . Then, since d4, = I, we have dfp = (df,, m): 
M, --f Nf(,) x ker df, , and by (2) dfD is an injective linear operator of MD 
onto Nfcp) x ker df, . By Theorem 1 .l there are neighborhoods U of p in M 
and V of (f(p), 0) in N x ker df, such that f maps U onto V and has a 
holomorphic inverse f--l: V -+ U. Without loss of generality we may assume that 
I’ = VI x V, for some neighborhoods V, off(p) in N and V, of 0 in ker df,. 
We shall now prove (a). Let q E M; we must show that f-‘(f(q)) is a sub- 
manifold of M. Let p E f -‘(f (q)). From above, there are neighborhoods U of p 
in M and VI x Vs of (f(p), 0) in N x ker df, such that 3 ) U is invertible with 
range VI x V, . We have f(f -l(f (4))) C f (p) x ker df, ; in fact, J maps 
U n f -l(f(q)) onto f(q) x V, since f ) LI has range V, x V, . Then if (W, , t,G), 
~4: W, -+ Y, is any coordinate neighborhood of f(q) in N, $ = (4 of , n- o 4) 
gives a coordinate neighborhood of p in M which maps f -‘(f(q)) onto 
# 0 f(q) x V, in Y x ker df, , proving (a). To show (b), let p E M, and choose 
j, U, V, x V, as above. Define gp(n) =p-l(n, 0), for n E V, . Then for n E VI 
(n, 0) = 3+(% 0) = 30 5%(4 = (fog&), n o 9 ~g,(4), 
and so in particular f og,(n) = n for n E VI , and we have proved (b). 
A Banach Lie group is a group G which is also a Banach manifold, such that 
the map (8, , g2) -+gld of G x G into G is holomorphic. In particular, a 
Banach Lie group is a topological group. We shall denote the identity of a 
Banach Lie group by e. A Lie subgroup H of a Banach Lie group G is an abstract 
subgroup of G which is also a submanifold of G. Let G be a Banach Lie group. 
Then the tangent space G, to G at e can be given the structure of a Lie algebra 
as in the finite-dimensional case. There is a canonical holomorphic map 
exp: G, + G which is a biholomorphic map of a neighborhood of 0 in G, onto 
a neighborhood of e in G. For the details, see Maissen [16]. 
EXAMPLE. Let B be a Banach algebra with identity 1. Then B-l, the group 
of invertible elements in B, is a Banach Lie group. Let b E B, and denote by eb 
the element of B given by the convergent power series 
1 + b + (F/2!) + (b3/3 !) + ---. 
The set {eb: b E B) generates a Lie subgroup of B-l, denoted by exp B, which 
is the identity component of B-l. The tangent space to B-l at 1 can be identified 
with B; the exponential map of B to B-l is the map b -+ eb. 
Let G be a Banach Lie group, and let M be a Banach manifold. We say G 
acts holomorphically on M if there is a holomorphic map (g, p) --+g .p of 
G x M onto M satisfying 
g1k2 * P) = (kwz) * P for gl ,g2~ G, PEM. 
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The action of G on M is transitive if for each pair p, q E M there is some g E G 
with g . p = q. Let G be a Banach Lie group, and suppose G is acting holomor- 
phically and transitively on a Banach manifold M. For p E M, define 4’: G -+ M 
by 
+Yg) = g P for gg G. 
Then TP is a holomorphic map of G onto M for each p E M. If there is some 
p E M such that 
(1) ker d.rr,* is a complemented subspace of G, , 
(2) drr,p: G, ---f M, is surjective, 
then we say M is a Banach homogeneous pace under the action of G. 
LEMMA 1.3. If M is a Banach homogeneous space under the action of G, then 
joreachqEMandgEG, 
(a) ker d?r,q is a complemented subspace of G, ; 
(b) dn,q: G, - M,., is surjective. 
PYOO~. Let p E M be such that drip satisfies (1) and (2). We shall show first 
that drrp satisfies (a) and (b) for all g E G. For g E G, let lg denote left translation 
on G by g, and let LB denote left translation on M by g. Then for each g E G, 
1s is a biholomorphic map of G onto G and Lg is a biholomorphic map of M 
onto M. For each g E G, rrp = Lg 0 rrp 0 lg-‘, and so dngp = dL,g 0 drr,p 0 dli-‘. 
Since lg-’ and Lg are biholomorphic, dL,g is an isomorphism of M, onto M,., 
and dli-’ is an isomorphism of G, onto G, . Since d?r,p is surjective, we have d?r,P 
surjective for all g E G. Further 
ker drr,’ = ker(dL,’ 0 drB2, 0 dli-I) = (dli-l)-’ (ker dzy”), 
and since isomorphisms of Banach spaces map complemented subspaces to 
complemented subspaces, this implies that ker dn,p is complemented in G, 
for all g E G. 
It is now enough to show that for all q E M, ker dn,‘J is complemented in G, 
and drr,* is surjective. Let q E M. Since the action of G on M is transitive, 
there is some g E G with q = g . p. Then if rg denotes right translation on G 
by g, r* = +’ 0 rg, and so d?r,q = drr,p 0 dr,g. Again, dr,g is an isomorphism of 
G, onto G, , which implies that ker drr,q is complemented and dreg is surjective 
by the first part of the proof. 
Let M be a Banach homogeneous space under the action of G. Then 
Lemma 1.3 shows that the maps rrp for p E M satisfy hypotheses (1) and (2) 
of Proposition 1.2. Thus we have 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let M be a Banach homogeneous space under the action 
of G. Then 
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(a) for each p E M, {g E G: r’(g) = p} is a Lie subgroup of G; 
(b) for each p E M, g E G there exist neighborhoods U of g in G and V of 
g . p in M such that there is a holomorphic map fg,=: V + U with &’ 0 f,,, the 
identity on V. 
Let G be a Banach Lie group, and suppose G is acting holomorphically on 
a Banach space X. For x E X, define +: G + X by +(g) = g * x for g . G. 
Then ZT~ is a holomorphic map of G into X. Let M be an orbit of this action; 
that is, let M = nz(G) for some x E X. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. If there is some p E M such that 
(1) ker drep is a complemented subspace of G, ; 
(2) range drr,p is a complemented subspace of X; 
(3) TT? G-+ M is open, 
then M is a Banach homogeneous space. In particular M is a submanifold of X. 
Proof. By hypothesis (l), there is a closed subspaue K of G, such that 
G, = K @ ker drr,p. Let 4: G, -j G be the holomorphic map defined by 
m Y> = (exp N(exp Y) for kE K, y E ker d?r,p. 
By Theorem 1 .I, 4 maps a neighborhood U of 0 in G, onto a neighborhood 
of e in G. Thus if we set I/J(~) = 4(x) . p for x E G, , then II, is a holomorphic 
map of U onto a neighborhood of p in M. But 
(d/dt)(exp ty) - p ItcO = 0 for y E ker d?r,p, 
and so (exp y) . p = p for y E ker dn, P. Thus #(k, y) = #(k, 0) for (k, y) E K @ 
ker dn,p, and # maps a neighborhood of 0 in K onto a neighborhood of p in M. 
Then if L is a complement for range dr8 P in X, another application of Theo- 
rem 1.1 shows that (k, Y) -+ 4(k) + Y maps a neighborhood of 0 in K @L 
biholomorphically onto a neighborhood of p in X. This shows that there is a 
neighborhood V of p which is a submanifold of X; by a translation argument 
like that of Lemma 1.3 we can deduce that M is a submanifold of X, and so is 
a Banach homogeneous pace. 
The author would like to thank the referee for pointing out this proof; the 
author’s original proof was much longer. 
Let A be a Banach algebra with identity 1, and set id A = (a E A: a? = a}, 
the set of idempotents in A. Let exp A denote the Lie subgroup of A-r generated 
by the set {ea: a E A}. Observe that if x E exp A is close to 1, then we can define 
a logarithm for x and deduce that x = ea for some a E A. Consider the holomor- 
phic action of exp A on A given by 
(b, u) E exp A x A ---f bab-l E A. 
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If p E id 9, then &b-l E id A for all b E exp A; so id A is invariant under the 
action of exp A. By Taylor [25, Proposition 3.51 the orbits in id A of this action 
are precisely the connectivity components of id -4, and are relatively open in 
id A. 
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let p E id A. Then the orbit of p in the action of exp =1 
on A is a Banach homogeneous pace. 
Proof. We must show that this action satisfies the conditions of Proposi- 
tion 1.5. As usual, we identify the tangent space to rl at any point with -4 itself; 
since exp d is open in A, we can identify the tangent space to exp A at 1 with -4 
in the usual way. Denote the map rp by n. Then n(l) = p, and for a E &4 
d7r,(a) = d7rl(d/dt)(l + ta)l,,, 
= (d/dt)( 1 + ta)p(l + ta)-l lt=O = ap - pa. 
A straightforward calculation shows that &rt3 = &r , so that &r2 is a projection. 
Further, if &,(a) E range d.rr,a, then drr,(dnr2(a)) = d?r,(a), so that range drrfa = 
range &rr ; and similarly, range(1 - d~,~) = ker dni. Hence both ker &r and 
range &rr are complemented in A, showing that dnr satisfies (1) and (2) of 
Proposition 1.5. 
We now show that w is open. Let p, q E id A be close. Then qp + (1 -q)( 1 -p) 
is invertible, and 
k?P + (1 - dU - PI1 PhP + (1 - !7)(1 - PY = 4. 
Also, qp + (1 - q)( 1 - p) is close to 1, and so rr maps a neighborhood of 1 
in exp 9 onto a neighborhood of p in M. Thus r is open, and the result follows 
from Proposition 1.5. 
COROLLARY 1.7. The set id A is a discrete union of Banach homogeneous 
spaces, and is a Banach manifold. 
Proof. The orbits of the action of exp A on id A are the connectivity com- 
ponents of id -4 and are relatively open in id A. The result therefore follows 
from the proposition. 
2. THE GRAUERT-RAMSPOTT THEOREM 
In this section we derive our version of the theorem of Grauert and Ramspott. 
Using a result of Bungart and the machinery we have developed, the proof is 
identical to that of Ramspott. Hence we shall only give an outline of the proof. 
Let X be a complex analytic space, and let G be a Banach Lie group. Let E 
be a holomorphic bundle of groups over X with fiber G; by this we mean there 
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is an open cover {Ui: i E 1) of X with E jui isomorphic as a topological fiber 
bundle to Vi x G for each i E I, in such a way that the transition functions 
from U, x G to Uj x G are given by holomorphic maps 
fij: (Ui n Uj) x G-t G for i,jSI, 
where g + fij(x, g) is a biholomorphic automorphism of G for each x E U, n Uj . 
Let p denote the projection of E onto X. The section f: X -+ E which assigns 
to each point x E X the identity of the fiber over x will be called the identity 
section. 
Let { Ui: i E I} be an open cover of X. For each pair i, j E I, let fii: Vi n Uj + E 
be a holomorphic section of E over Ui n Uj , such that the family {L,} satisfies 
f&k = fik in Vi n U, n U, . 
We call such a family {fi,} a cocycle. We shall construct a holomorphic fiber 
bundle P as follows: 
Let Q be the disjoint union of the sets {P-~(UJ: i EI}: we shall define an 
equivalence relation on Q. For x E p-l( Ui n U,), identify x E p-I( Vi) with the 
point fi9(p(x)) . x of p-l( U,), w h ere the multiplication is that of the fiber p-l(x) 
of E. Let P be the quotient of Q by this equivalence relation. 
We call a holomorphic fiber bundle P constructed in this way a holomorphic 
E-principal bundle. In the case where E is the trivial bundle X x G, an E-princi- 
pal bundle is the usual principal G-bundle. In the case where E = X x G, 
the open cover {U,) is the trivial cover {X} and the section f: X-+ E is the 
identity section, we recover X x G as an E-principal bundle. For further 
details, see Cartan [4]. 
Bungart has proved the following theorem [3, Theorem 8.41. 
THEOREM. Let X be a holomorphically complete analytic space, and let E be a 
holomorphic fiber bundle over X with fiber G a Banach Lie group. Let P be a 
holomorphic E-principal bundle and let Y be a closed analytic subspace of X. 
If f: X -+ P is a continuous ection such that f 1 r is holomorphic, then f is homotopic 
to a holomorphic section in the space of continuous ections which extendf Ir . 
Let X be a holomorphically complete analytic space, and let E be a holomor- 
phic fiber bundle over X with fiber G, a Banach Lie group. Using Bungart’s 
theorem in place of Theo&me 1 of Cartan [4], we can prove the next two 
theorems as in Cartan [4, p. 1021. 
THEOREM A. Let {U,: i E I} be an open cover of X and let 
fE3: U, n Uj+ E, gij: lJ8n lJ+E for i,jCI 
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be two holomorphic cocycles. If there exist continuous sections c,: U, -+ E for i E 1 
such that for all i, j E I 
g,, = (4-l f&I in U, n l?, , 
then there are holomorphic sections with the same property. 
THEOREM B. Let (Vi: i E I} be an open cover of X by holomorphically complete 
open sets, and let f2,: U, n U, + E (i, j E I) be a continuous cocycle. Then there 
exist continuous sections ci: U, -+ E for i E I such that the cocycle gll = (c2)-l f,,c, 
is holomorphic. 
Now, Proposition 1.4 gives us the basic results about Banach homogeneous 
spaces used in the proof of Ramspott’s theorem for homogeneous spaces. Thus, 
using Theorems A and B above, the proof of Ramspott’s theorem works in our 
case. For the details of the proof see Ramspott [20]. We obtain the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let X be a holomorphically complete analytic space, let I’ be 
u closed analytic subspace of X, and let M be a Banach homogeneous pace. Then 
(a) each continuous map f: X 4 M such that f I r is holomorphic is homotopic 
to a holomorphic map g: X--f M in the space of continuous maps from X to M 
which extend f jr ; 
(b) if two holomorphic maps f. ,fi: X --f M are homotopic in the space of 
continuous maps from X to M, then they are homotopic in the space of holomorphic 
maps from X to M. 
3. THE NOVODVORSKII-TAYLOR THEOREM 
We shall now prove our main theorem, the generalization of the theorem of 
Novodvorskii and Taylor. First we shall state some standard results on topo- 
logical tensor products, and then we shall derive a version of the many variable 
functional calcuhrs which will enable us to apply Theorem 2.1 in a Banach 
algebra setting. 
Let E and F be locally convex topologica1 vector spaces, and let E @F 
denote the tensor product of E and F. We shall denote by E a F the completion 
of E @F in the projective tensor product topology, and by E 8 F the com- 
pletion of E @F in the weak tensor product topology. For the full definitions 
see Schaefer [23] or Grothendieck [IO]. We shall need the following result due 
to Grothendieck [lo, Section 1 no. 3, corollary to Theorem 61. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let E be a locally convex topological vector space which 
is the direct limit of a famiZy {Ei: i E I> of linear subspaces Ei of E, and let F be a 
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normed linear space. Then the linear subspace of E @ F generated by the canonical 
images of the spaces E, @ F has the same topology as a subspace of E @ F as it 
does in the direct limit topology on ~~IIJ Ei @ F. 
Let B be a complex Banach space. If X is a compact Hausdorff space, let C(X) 
denote the Banach space of continuous complex-valued functions on X, and 
let C(X, B) denote the Banach space of continuous functions from X to B. 
Then the map 
of C(X) @B into C(X, B) induces an isometric isomorphism of C(X) 
onto C(X, B). If U is an open set in @ n, let 0(U) denote the FrCchet space of 
holomorphic functions from U to @, and let 0( U, B) denote the FrCchet space 
of holomorphic functions from U to B. Then O(U) is a nuclear space, and the 
map 
of O(U) @ B into 0( U, B) induces an isomorphism of 0(U) @ B = O(U) 8 B 
onto 0( U, B). 
Let A and B be Banach algebras with identity: Denote the identities of A 
and B by 1, and 1s) respectively. Then the pairing 
(a, 0 b&s 0 4 - (wz) 0 PA4 for a,E A, biE B 
defines a product on A @ B which makes A @ B a Banach algebra with identity 
IA0 1s * If A and B are commutative, and A, , A, denote the maximal ideal 
spaces of A and B, respectively, then A @ B is commutative with maximal 
ideal space d, x A, . 
We shall now develop our version of the functional calculus for commutative 
Banach algebras. Our approach will follow closely that of Taylor [25, 
Chapter 21. 
Let A be a complex Banach space, and let A* denote its dual with the weak- 
*topology. Let P(A*) be the collection of closed linear subspaces of A* which 
have finite codimension in A*. For L E .‘Lp(A*), let +L: A* + A*/L be the 
quotient map. If UC A*, we write U, = &(U), and we say U is an L-set if 
U = di’(U,). If U is an L-set, an L-function on U is a function on U which 
is constant on cosets of L which meet U. 
Let U C A* be open. We denote by C(U) the algebra of continuous complex- 
valued functions on U. If f E C(U), we say f is holomorphic in U if for every 
x E U, y E A* the function t +f(x + ty) is holomorphic near 0. Let O(U) 
denote the subalgebra of C(U) consisting of all functions which are holomorphic 
in U. If U is an L-set, C,(U) and UL(U) will denote the subalgebras of C(U) 
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and 8(U) consisting of all L-functions in C(U) and G(U). The map f--f0 & 
induces an isomorphism of C( U,) with C,(U), and we shall identify C( U,) 
with C,(U). Similarly, we identify O( U,) with O,(U). If B is a complex Banach 
space we shall denote by C,(U, B) the space of continuous functions from U 
to B which are L-functions and by @JL( U, B) the space of holomorphic functions 
from U to B which are L-functions. Again, we shall identify C,(U, B) and 
O,( U, B) with C( U, , B) and O( U, , B), respectively. We observe that 
(U C A* : x E U, U is an open L-set for some L E 9(-A*)} 
is a neighborhood base for the topology of A* at X. Thus if d C A* is compact, 
U C A* is open and A C U, then there exist L E Y(A*) and an open L-set V 
with A C L’C tr. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let A C A* be compact. Then if B is a complex Banach 
space 
(a) C={fI,:f~C~(U,B),L~6P(A*),UCA*anopenL-setwithdCU} 
is dense in C(A, B); 
(b) if U 1 A is open, and f E O(U, B), then there exist L E Y(A*) and an 
open L-set V with A C V C U andf 1 y E O,( V, B). 
Proof. Part (a) follows by tensoring the corresponding result, Proposi- 
tion 2.1(a), of [251. Part (b) f 11 o ows as in [25, Proposition 2.1(b)] using 
Liouville’s theorem for vector-valued holomorphic functions [7, p. 2311. 
If A C A* is compact, we define O(A) to be the algebra of complex-valued 
functions holomorphic in a neighborhood of A. We can describe U(A) as 
lithe {O,(U): A C U, U an open L-set for some L E Z(A*)), 
where the algebras O,(U) are indexed over the directed set J = ((U, L): U is an 
open L-set, L E p(A*), U3 A}. Now O,(U) = O(U,), which has a natural 
Frtchet space topology. We topologize O(A) by giving it the direct limit topology 
of the system {O,(U)}. Similarly, if B is a complex Banach space we define 
O(A, B) to be the linear space of B-valued functions holomorphic in a neigh- 
borhood of A. By Proposition 3.2(b) we can describe O(A, B) as 
litr~ {U,( U, B): A C U, U an open L-set for some L E S(A*)}, 
and topologize B(A, B) as the direct limit of the FrCchet spaces c(U, , B). 
PROPOSITION 3.3. O(A, B) is isomorphic to a topological linear subspace of 
O(A) @j B. 
Proof. From above we have 
O(A, B) =lh{O,(U, B): U3A, U’ IS an open L-set for some L E 9(4*)}, 
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which is isomorphic to 
l& {O( U,) B B: U 1 A, U is an open L-set for some L E .Ep(A*)}. 
Now, using the above characterization of d(d), we have 
O(d)@B=[~{B(U,): UXd,UisanopenL-setforsomeL~9(A*)}]@B. 
By Proposition 3.1, with (Z&: i ~1) = {O( U,)} and F = B, we have O(d, B) 
isomorphic to a linear subspace of O(A) a B. 
For CI E A, define a linear function a” on A* by c(x) = X(U) for x E A*. Let 
P(A*) denote the algebra of functions on A* generated by (5: a E A} under 
pointwise operations. A compact set d C A* is called polynomially convex if 
d = {>I E 9*: (Pi < sup 1 p(x)1 for all p E P(A*)}. 
ZEA 
If d is polynomially convex, then by [25, Proposition 2.31 P(A*) is dense in 
W). 
Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with identity 1 and maximal ideal 
space A. Then A E A* is compact and polynomially convex [25, Section 2.41. 
Consider the map a -+ a” of A onto A, the dual of A* in the weak-*topology. 
Define T: A+ A by Tki = a, and extend T to be an algebra homomorphism 
of P(A*) into A. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let B be a complex Banach space. Then T @ 1: P(A*) @ B + 
A @ B extends uniquely to a continuous linear map S: B(A) B B -+ A @ B. If B 
is a Banach algebra with identity, then S is an algebra homomorphism. . 
Proof. By [25, Theorem 2.41, T extends to a continuous algebra homo- 
morphism T: O(A) - A. This induces a continuous linear map S = T @ 1: 
Q(A) @ B --t A @ B, which is clearly an extension of T @ 1: P(A*) @ B -+ 
A @ B. Since P(A*) is dense in B(A), P(A*) @ B is dense in Q(A) @ B. Hence 
there can only be one continuous extension and S is unique. Since T is an 
algebra homomorphism it is clear that when B is a Banach algebra, S is also 
an algebra homomorphism. 
COROLLARY 3.5. The map T 0 1: P(A*) @B + A @ B has a unique 
extension to a continuous linear map S: B(A, B) -+ A @ B, which is an algebra 
homomorphism if B is a Banach algebra. 
Proof. This follows from the theorem and Proposition 3.3. 
Let B be a complex Banach space. Then the Gelfand transform a -+ B: 
A + C(A) induces a linear map from ,4 @ B to C(A, B): 
-f a, @ b, 4 (x + i 6,(x) 6,). 
i-1 i=l 
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This map is continuous in the projective topology on 4 @ B and so extends 
to a continuous linear map of A @ B into C(d, B). Further if B is a Banach 
algebra, then this map is an algebra homomorphism. We denote the image of 
(Y E A @ B under this map by 8. Let 01 E A B B. Then (II has a representation 
01 = C,“-, a, @b, for some ai EA, bi E B, such that x:,z, I/ ui 11 I/bi /[ < CO. 
Then clearly B can be represented by x2, Bz b, . Let a --f rl denote the map of .A 
into P(A*) CO(d). S ince this map is not necessarily continuous in the topology 
we have chosen for O(A), we cannot assume that the map 
2 ai @ bi + (x + f 6,(x) bi) 
2=1 E=l 
of A @ B into O&l, B) C B(d) @ B extends to a map of -4 G B into c(O) @ B. 
However, the map x - ‘& Z,(x) b, is an element of O(d, B), and S(C,“,t rl,b,) = 
y:I’=, a, Gl b, . 
PROPOSITION 3.6. Iff E C(A, B), then (Sf)^ = f j d . 
Proof. Let f~ O(d, B). Then by Proposition 3.2(b) there exist L E Y(A*) 
and an open L-set U such that f~ Q,,(U, B). Thus f can be regarded as an 
element of 8( U,) a B, and so has a representation f = x;“=,f( I@ 11, for some 
fi E 8( U,), b, E B. Then 
and so Sf has a representation Sf = xy=, Tfi 1% b, . Thus 
(Sf)^ = il (TfX 0 b, = f fi Id 0 bi = (f fi 12 b,)l = f !A, 
i=l ~L-1 A 
as required. 
We shall now prove a version of Theorem 2.1 for infinite-dimensional spaces, 
and apply the functional calculus of Theorem 3.4 to obtain our extension of 
the Novodvorskii-Taylor theorem. Let A be a Banach space, and .4* be its 
dual in the weak-*topology. 
Let M be a Banach homogeneous space which is embedded as a closed 
submanifold of an open set in a Banach space 6. Let UC A* be open. We 
shall denote by C(U, M) and O( U, M) the spaces of functions in C( U, B) and 
lf(Lr:, B), respectively, which take their values in .%I. 
PROPOSITION 3.7. If A C rl* is compact and polvnomially comex, then 
(a) if f E C(A, M), then f is homotopic in C(A, M) to a function h Id with 
h E c( U, ill) for some open set 0’1 A; 
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(b) if U 1 A is open, and f, g E O( U, M) are such that f Id and g Id are 
homotopic in C(A, M), then there is an open set V with A C V C U and f Iv, g 1 y 
homotopic in O( V, M). 
Proof. By [19, Theorem 51, every Banach manifold is an ANR (absolute 
neighborhood retract); hence M is an ANR. Since M is a closed submanifold 
of an open set in B, there is an open set Win B and a retraction r: V + M of I,’ 
onto M. This together with Theorem 2.1 enables us to use verbatim the proof 
of Proposition 2.6 of [25]. 
We observe that this result continues to hold if M is a Banach manifold 
which is a discrete union of Banach homogeneous spaces. 
Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with identity 1 and maximal ideal 
space A. Let M be a Banach manifold embedded as a closed submanifold of 
an open set in a Banach space B. We set 
A, = (a E A @ B: 01 = Sf for some f E B(U, M) for some open U 3 A}, 
where S is the functional calculus map of Theorem 3.4. Let OL E A, . Then 
LY = Sf for some f E O(A, M), and by Proposition 3.6 
& =(Sf)^ =fjd, 
so that aZ maps A into M and determines an element of C(A, M). If we give A, 
the norm topology from A @ B, the map 01+ 6 of AM into C(A , M) is con- 
tinuous. For any topological spaces X and Y, let [X] denote the set of connec- 
tivity components of X and [X, Y] d enote the set of homotopy classes of 
continuous maps from X to Y. If X is locally path-connected, then components 
and path components in X are the same. In particular, C(A, M) is locally path- 
connected since M is a retract of an open set in B. Hence [C(A, M)] = [A, M]. 
Since the map ~1- B is continuous it maps components to components and so 
induces a map of [A,,.J to [A, M]. We now prove our generalization of the 
Novodvorskii-Taylor theorem. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let M be a Banach manifold embedded as a closed submanifold 
of an open set in a Banach space B, and suppose M is a discrete union of Banach 
homogeneous spaces. Then A, is locally path connected, and the map [A,] + [A, M] 
induced by the Gelfand transform is a bijection. 
Proof. Let f E C(A, M). By Proposition 3.7(a), f is homotopic to h Id with 
h E O( U, M) for some open set U r) A. If (Y = Sh, then 
B = (Sh)-- = h Id 
by Proposition 3.6, and so $ is homotopic to f. Hence the map [Ad -+ [A, M] 
is surjective. 
Now suppose cx and ,6 are elements of A,. Then there exist an open set 
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Z;‘T)Aandf,g~O(U,M)withcr-Sfandfi=Sg.If~=f],andfl=g~~ 
are homotopic in C(A, M), then by Proposition 3.7(b) there is an open set 1,’ 
with A C I’C U and f ] y and g 1 V homotopic in 6( I’, M). By applying S to 
this arc in O(P’, M) we obtain an arc in AM connecting a and fl. This implies 
both that A, is locally path-connected and that the map [A,M] 4 [A, M] is 
injective. 
In [25, Section 2.81, Taylor characterizes the space d,\, for -11 a finite- 
dimensional homogeneous space. The main tools used by Taylor to do this 
are the Doquier-Grauert theorem and the Arens-Calderon lemma; neither of 
these is available in our setting and we have been unable to find substitutes. 
As a result, to apply our theorem we are forced to do some extra work. \Ve 
suspect that there may be a more suitable characterization of A,, which would 
make application of this theorem easier. We shall now give an alternative 
definition and show that Theorem 3.8 still holds for a particular class of 
manifolds M. 
Let M be an open submanifold of a Banach space B, and set 
rZM = {a E A @ B: $(A) C M). 
Then the Gelfand transform induces a map of .gJf into C(A, M). As before, 
this map induces a map G of [A”] into [A, M]. 
THEOREM 3.9. If M is a Banach manifold embedded as an open subset of a 
Banach space B, and M is a discrete union of Banach homogeneous spaces, then 
-4~~ is locally path-connected, and G is a bijection of [A.“] onto [A, M]. 
Proof. We first observe that since M is an open set in a Banach space, 
A” is clearly locally path-connected. If 01 E A, , then there are an open set 
Zr3A and fEO(U,M) with Sf=m. Then $(A)=fl.(A)CM, and so 
--l,b, C A”‘. Then the inclusion of A,, into AM induces a map i: [Ad + [AM], 
and G 0 i is the map: [AM] -+ [A, M] induced by the Gelfand transform. By 
Theorem 3.8, G c i is a bijection, and so G is surjective and i is injective. To 
prove the theorem it is enough to show that i is also surjective. 
Suppose (II E A”. Then, since M is open, we can choose p E d @ B close to 01 
so that the line segment between (Y and /I lies in A”. Since fi E .-Z @ B, 
p E F(A, B). Now M is open and &A) C M, so there is a neighborhood U of A 
such that p(U) C M. Thus p E O(U, M) and so SF = /3 E iz, . Hence i is 
surjective. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
We shall now give some applications of Theorem 3.8. First we shall consider 
A, where M is the invertible group in a Banach algebra, and obtain Davie’s 
theorem. We shall apply Theorem 3.8 again when M is the set id B of idem- 
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potents in a Banach algebra B, and prove that [id(A @ B)] is in one-to-one 
correspondence with [d, id B]. We combine these two results to show that two 
idempotents in A @ B are similar if and only if their Gelfand transforms are 
similar in C(d, B). Finally, we consider two special cases, namely B = B(X) 
and B =T B(H) where X is a Banach space and H is a separable Hilbert space. 
We point out that, since our Theorem 3.8 includes Taylor’s main theorem 
[25, Theorem 2.71, we can derive the standard results as does Taylor [25, 
Section 31. 
Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with identity, and let d be its maximal 
ideal space. If B is a Banach algebra with identity, we shall denote by B-l the 
group of invertible elements in B; B-l is a Banach Lie group. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let B be a Banach algebra with identity. Then the Gelfand 
transform of A induces a bijection: [(A G B)-l] -+ [A, B-l]. 
Proof. Since B-l is a Banach Lie group, it is trivially a Banach homogeneous 
space. Also, B-l is open in B and so is a closed submanifold of an open set in B. 
Thus Theorem 3.8 applies and the Gelfand transform induces a bijection of 
[Aa-r] onto [d, B-l]. The Gelfand transform also induces a map G of 
[(A $ B)-l] into [d, B-l]. Since B is a Banach algebra, the functional calculus 
map S of Theorem 3.4 is an algebra homomorphism and so &-I C (A B B)-l. 
Let i denote the map of [Aa-r] into [(A @ B)-I] induced by this inclusion. 
Then G 0 i is the bijection of [/lee11 onto [d, B-l], so that i is injective and G 
is surjective. We shall prove that i is also surjective. 
Let 01 E (A a B)-r. Since (A a B)-l is open in A @ B, we can choose 
/3 E (A @ B)-1 such that the line segment between a and /3 is contained in 
(A @ B)-l. Then fl E 0(d, B), fl E C(d, B-l) and since B-l is open, there is 
a neighborhood U of A such that p E O(U, B-l). Then /3 = Sp E A,-1 , so that i 
is surjective. Thus G is injective as required. 
COROLLARY 4.2 (Davie [6, Theorem 4.101). The Gelfand transform indues 
a homotopy equivalence of (A @ B)-l with C(A, B-l). 
Proof. We shall show that the Gelfand transform induces a weak homotopy 
equivalence of (A @ B)-l with C(A, B-l); in other words that the Gelfand 
transform induces an isomorphism of r,((A G B)-l) with r,(C(A, B-l)) for 
all n. Let n 2 0. By definition of z-~, n,((A B IS-‘) = [S”, (A @ B)-l], 
which is the same as [C(S”, (A @ B)-I)]. By Corollary 4.1 applied to the 
Banach algebras C(P) and A a B, [C(Sn, (A @ B)-l)] =[(C(Sn) @ (-4 a B))-I]. 
Now the projective tensor product is associative, and so [(C(P) a (A B B))-‘1 = 
[((C(P) @ A) @ B)-‘1. Since C(Sn) @ A is a commutative Banach algebra 
with maximal ideal space Sn x A, we can apply Corollary 4.1 to the Banach 
algebras C(P) @ A and B to obtain [((C(S”) a A) G B)-l] = [C(Sn x A, B-l)]. 
But this is the same as [S”, C(A, B-l)], which is by definition r,(C(A, B-l)). 
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It is easy to check that this isomorphism is induced by the Gelfand transform, 
which therefore induces a weak homotopy equivalence of (A @ B)-l with 
C(d, B-i). We can now invoke a theorem of Palais [19, Theorem ls] to deduce 
that the Gelfand transform induces a homotopy equivalence. 
Let B be a Banach algebra with identity 1, and let id B denote the set of 
idempotents in B. Then if p E id B, the spectrum a&) of p in B is contained 
in the set (0, l} C @. By [21, Theorem 1.6.161 each p E id B has a neighborhood 
err, in B such that for b E U, 
Thus there is a neighborhood U of id B such that b E U implies u(b) C D. Let 
r,={~~(C:/~I=~},r~‘={~~@:I~-l1==a>,andletFbetheholomor- 
phic function defined on D by 
F(z) = 0, if 1 z / < i, 
= 1, if 12-l; <A. 
Then for b E U, set 
F(t.)(t - b)-’ d5 = & j (< - b)-1 d<. 
r1 
By [21, Theorem 1.6.141 there is a closed commutative subalgebra C of B 
such that a,(b) = uB(b). Then this integral is the functional calculus for b E C 
(see, for example, Gamelin [8]) applied to the function F, which is holomorphic 
in a neighborhood of u,-(b). Thus r(b) is a well-defined element of C C B, and Y 
defines a map of U into B; further, since the functional calculus is multiplicative, 
Y: U-tidB. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. The map T: U -+ id B is a holomorphic retraction of U 
onto id B. 
Proof. By computing the derivative of Y we can see that Y is holomorphic, 
and it remains to show that Y is the identity on B. Let p E id B. Then for 1 # 0, 1 
we have 
and so 
(5 - PY = (1/0(1 + (P/(5 - 1))) 
Now the function <-+ I/{ is holomorphic in the interior of r, , and so 
Jr1 l/t d[ = 0. Further, (l/2&) Jr1 (l/<(t; - 1)) d[ = 1 by the Cauchy integral 
formula, so that Y(P) = p, which completes the proof. 
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Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with identity 1 and maximal ideal 
space d. Let B be a Banach algebra with identity 1. Let R: U’ -+ id(A a B) 
and I: U + id B be the holomorphic retractions of Proposition 4.3. If 
Q: E (A @ B) A U’, then 2 E 0( V, B) for every open set VT) d. If, further, 
& E 0(V, U) for some open set V3 A, then r 0 Z E U( V, id B) and we can apply 
the functional calculus homomorphism S of Theorem 3.4 to obtain an element 
S(Y 0 a) of A B B. 
LEMMA 4.4. If a E (A @ B) n U’ and Z E O( V, U) for some open set V 3 A, 
then R(m) = S(r 0 a). 
Proof. By the definition of r, for x near A 
(Y o Z)(x) = Y@(X)) = (1/2z-i) s, (5 - z(x))-’ dc. 
Now for 5 E r, we have S(([ - 2)-i) = (S([ - a))-l = (5 - a)-’ since S is 
an algebra homomorphism and S(G) = 0~. By considering the Riemann sums 
of the integrals, we see that 
s(y ’ a) = s (& jr1 (5 - a)-’ 4) = & jr1 (5 - a)-’ d<, =R(a), 
as required. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with identity, and 
let A be its maximal ideal space. Let B be a Banach algebra with identity. Then 
the Gelfand transform on A induces a bijection: [id(A @ B)] -+ [A, id B]. 
Proof. By Corollary 1.7, id B is a discrete union of Banach homogeneous 
spaces. Also, id B is closed in B, and so by Theorem 3.8 the Gelfand transform 
induces a bijection of [Aid,] onto [A, id B]. Since S is a homomorphism, 
Aids is contained in id(A G B). Let i: [A,,,] -+ [id(A B B)] be the map 
induced by inclusion, and let G: [id(A B B)] + [A, id B] denote the map 
induced by the Gelfand transform. Then the bijection of Theorem 3.8 is just 
G 0 i. Thus i is injective and G is surjective; it is enough to show that i is also 
surjective. 
Let p E id(A @ B). Since $ E C(A, id B), $(A) is a compact subset of id B. 
Thus there is some E > 0 such that {b E B: 11 b - $(A)11 < c} C U. Let 
~E(A@B)~ u’ be such that Ila-pll <E. Then IIol--~ll <E and so 
B E C(A, U). Since B is weak-*continuous, there is a neighborhood V of A such 
that 5 E @(V, U). Thus r o Z E fl(V, id B), and so S(r o 2) E Aids . Since R is 
continuous and R(p) = p, for 01 close to p, R(a) is close to p. By Corollary 1.7, 
id(A @ B) is a Banach manifold and so locally path-connected; thus for 01 close 
to p, R(cy) is connected by an arc top. But by Lemma 4.4, for 01 E -4 @ B near p, 
R(or) = S(r 0 G), which completes the proof. 
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PROPOSITION 4.6. If p, q E id(A @ B), then p and q are similar via an element 
of (A a B)-l if and only if j, 4 E id C(A, B) are similar via an element of C(A, B)-I. 
Proof. Clearly if p and q are similar, then $ and 4 are similar. Suppose h 
and 4 are similar; that is, suppose there is some z’ E C(A, B)-l with vjk’ -= 4. 
By Corollary 4.1 v is connected by an arc to some ~2 for ZL’ E (A @ B)-I. If 
q1 = wpw-i then 4 and it are connected in id(C(A, B)); hence by Theorem 4.5 
q and q1 are in the same component of id(A 8 B). Since the components of 
id(A @ B) are the orbits of the action of exp(-4 6 B) on id(A B B), there 
exists II E exp(A @ B) with q = uqlu-l. Thus 
q = uq$L-1 = uwpw-L-1 = (uw)p(uw)-’ 
and p is similar to q. 
Let B be a Banach algebra with identity, and let p, q E id B. We write p y q 
if p and q are similar via an element of B-l. Clearly N is an equivalence relation 
on id B; we shall denote by {id B) the set of equivalence classes in id B under w. 
COROLLARY 4.7. The Gelfand transform induces a bijection of {id(A @B)} 
onto (id C(A, B)}. 
Proof. By Proposition 4.6 the Gelfand transform induces an injection: 
{id(.g @ B)) ---f {id C(A, B)). If f E id C(A, B), th en by Theorem 4.5 there is 
some OL E id(A B B) with & arc connected to f in id C(A, B). Then there is 
someg E exp C(A, B) withgolg-l = f. Thus the map: (id(A g B)j + {id C(A, B)) 
is also a surjection. 
\\‘e shall now consider the special case where B is B(X), the algebra of 
bounded linear operators on a Banach space 5’. Corollary 4.7 then gives a 
correspondence between (id(A @ B)} an certain vector bundle constructions d 
on A. In the case where X is a separable Hilbert space H, we use the result 
of Kuiper [13] that GL(H) = B(H)-l . is contractible to obtain a sharper result. 
Throughout, let A be a commutative Banach algebra with identity 1 and 
maximal ideal space A. 
A norm vector bundle I’ over a compact Hausdorff space K with fiber a 
Banach space X is a vector bundle over K with fiber X which can be defined 
by norm continuous transition functions with values in B(X)-l. Let I- and IV 
be norm vector bundles over K. Then a norm vector bundle homomorphism 
o: IV 4 IV is a vector bundle homomorphism such that if T: V ~ L, --f U K -Tc 
and S: It’ It,, - U x Y are trivializations of V and W over C’, then the map 
2c -+ S,O,T;~ of U into B(X, Y) is continuous in the norm topology for B(X, Ii). 
By norm vector bundle projections and isomorphisms we mean vector bundle 
projections and isomorphisms which are norm vector bundle homomorphisms. 
Let X be a Banach space, and let K x X denote the trivial norm vector bundle 
over K with fiber X. By a direct sum decomposition of K x X we mean a 
pair I’. II’ of norm vector bundles over K such that I’ and IV are subbundles 
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of K x X and there is a norm vector bundle projection P of K x X onto F 
such that I - P is a norm vector bundle projection of K x X onto W, We 
shall write K x X = I’ @ W. We say two such decompositions K x X = 
Vi @ IV1 and K x X = Vs @ W, are isomorphic if there is a norm vector 
bundle isomorphism T of K x X onto K x X such that T(Vl) = V, and 
T( W,) = W, . 
Let K be a compact Hausdorf? space, X be a Banach space, and let 
f~ id(C(K, B(X))). Define$ K x X-+ K x X by 
j@, x) = &f(k) 4 for (k, x) E K x X. 
Thenf is a norm vector bundle projection. We shall show that I’ =f(K x X) 
is a norm vector bundle; to do this we must show that V is locally trivial. Now 
if p, g E id B(X) are close, then pp + (1 - p)( 1 - q) is invertible and 
(P4 + (1 - P)(l - q)) q(pq + (1 - P)(l - q))-l = P. 
Let K E K, and write Tl =f(k)f(I) + (1 -f(k))(l -f(l)) for 1 E K. Then 
there is a neighborhood U of k such that Tl is invertible for I E U, and 
Tlf (I) T;l = f (k) for 1 E U. Since f is continuous I+ Tl is continuous and 
so T, defines a norm vector bundle isomorphism of U x X onto U x X. If 
(I, x) E V It, , then write 
T(Z, x) = Tj(t 4 = T(4f (1) x) = (I, Tzf (4 x) = (1, f(k) T,x). 
Now since T is an isomorphism 
{&f(k) T,.+ (I, x) E U x Xl = {(&f(k>x): (l,x)~ U x x>, 
and so T is an isomorphism of V It, onto the trivial bundle U x f(k) X, and I’ 
is a norm vector bundle. Similarly (1 -f)(K x X) is a norm vector bundle, 
and so f determines a direct sum decomposition, K x X = j(K x X) @ 
(1 - f)(K x X). Further, if f, g E id C(K, B(X)) satisfy TfT-l = g for some 
T E C(K, B(X))-l, th en T induces an isomorphism of K x X onto K x X 
which mapsf(K x X) onto g”(K x X) and (1 -f)(K x X) onto (1 -g”)(K x X), 
so that f and g define isomorphic decompositions. 
Let X be a Banach space, and let p E id(A @ B(X)). Then $ E id C(d, B(X)) 
and so p determines a direct sum decomposition of the trivial bundle A x X. 
Further, if p, q E id(A @ B(X)) are similar, then $ and 4 are similar in 
id C(A, B(X)), and so p and q determine isomorphic decompositions. Thus the 
Gelfand transform induces a map of (id(A @ B(X))} into the set of isomorphism 
classes of direct sum decompositions of A x X. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. The Gelfand transform on A induces a btjection o, 
{id(A a B(X))} with the set of isomorphism classes of norm direct sum decomposi- 
tions of the trivial bundle A x X. 
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Proof. By Corollary 4.7 it is enough to show that every direct sum decomposi- 
tion is induced by an element f E id C(d, B(X)), and that isomorphic decom- 
positions are induced by similar elements of id C(d, B(X)). Suppose d x .X = 
6’ @ II’. Then there is a norm vector bundle projection P of A )< X onto 1’. 
Define f: A + B(X) by f(4) = P* for 4 E A. Then f: A + id B(X), f is con- 
tinuous since P is a norm vector bundle homomorphism, and k- ==f(A x X). 
NowsupposeA~X=~~@W~,AxX=V~@W~andT:A,~X+Ax~Y 
is a norm vector bundle isomorphism such that T( Vr) = k-a and T( K’r) = Il.‘2 . 
Then there are f, g E id C(A, B(X)) such that V, =f(A ‘< S), l’, == g(A \( S), 
IV1 = (1 - j)(A >c X), and IV, = (1 - j)(A x X). Then T(f(A :~ X)) =-- 
j(A x X) implies HT’= Tj, and similarly (1 - 2) T(l -- j) == T(1 - f). 
Thus 
gT = g”Tj+ g”T(1 -f) = Tff g”(1 - 2) T(1 -f) ~7 Tf 
and so Tf‘T-’ = 2-l. Now T induces a continuous map 4 + T6 of A into 
B(X)-I; and T6f (4) T;’ = g($) f or all 4 E A so that f and g are similar in 
C(A, id B(X)). This completes the proof. 
Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. By a signed norm vector bundle on S 
we mean a norm vector bundle IT on X with fibers separable Hilbert spaces 
(either finite- or infinite-dimensional) together with a continuous map 
4: X+ (- 1, 0, 1) such that 4(x) = 0 exactly when the fiber V, is infinite- 
dimensional. Two such bundles (Vi , +r) and (Va , $a) are isomorphic if $r = +a 
and Vi and V, are isomorphic as norm vector bundles over X. 
PROPOSITION 4.9. Let H be a separable infinite-dimensional Hilbert space. 
Then (id(A 8 B(H))} is in one-to-one correspondence with the set of isomorphism 
classes of signed norm vector bundles on A. 
Proof. By Corollary 4.7 it is enough to show that {id C(A, B(H))} is in 
one-to-one correspondence with the set of isomorphism classes of signed norm 
vector bundles on A with fibers separable Hilbert spaces. Since GL(H) = B(H)-l 
is contractible [A, id B(H)] = {id C(A, B(H))}; we shall write GL(H) for B(H)-I. 
We first observe that id B(H) is a discrete union of the sets M, {M,,: n is a 
nonnegative integer}, and {M? n is a nonnegative integer}, where 
M = {P E id B(H): dim(ker P) = dim(range P) == CO), 
M,, = {P E id B(H): dim(ker P) = co, dim(range P) == n), 
M1? = {P E id B(H): dim(ker P) = n, dim(range P) = w}. 
It is clear that these sets are open in id B(H), since each is a union of orbits of 
the action of exp B(H) on id B(H). 
We shall show that M is contractible. Let P, Q E M. Then by choosing 
orthonormal bases for ker P, range P, ker Q, and range Q we can construct an 
operator T E GL(H) such that TPT-’ = Q. Since GL(H) is connected, 
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T E exp B(H). Thus M is an orbit of the action of exp B(H) on id B(H) and 
SO is a Banach homogeneous pace. Let P E M. By Proposition 1.4 the sequence 
K = {T E GL(H): TPT-l = P> + GL(H) ---f M 
is a fibration. Thus we have (see, for example, [ 11, Chapter 51) an exact sequence 
of homotopy, 
... ---f rr,(GL(H)) + r,(M) + -rr,-,(K) --+ ... . 
Now GL(H) is contractible [13], and so rrJGL(H)) = 0 for all tl. If we can 
show K is also contractible, then the exact sequence will show nn(M) = 0 for 
all n. Let T E K. Then T can be represented by a matrix 
A B 
( ) CD 
where A E B(PH), B E B((I - P) H, PH), etc. Then PT = TP implies that 
B = 0, C = 0, and T has the form 
A 0 
( 1 0 D 
for some A E B(PH), D E B((1 - P) H). Further T is invertible and so A and D 
are invertible. Conversely, any matrix of this form for A E B(PH)-l, 
D E B((I - P) H)-1 will define an operator T E GL(H) such that PT = TP. 
Thus 
K = I(; ;): A E B(PH)-l, D E B((I - P) H)-‘1. 
Now B(PH)-1 and B((.Z - P) H)-l are isomorphic to GL(H) since dim(ker P) = 
dim(range P) = co, and so both are contractible. Thus K is contractible, and 
we can deduce that r%(M) = 0 for all n. Now M is a Banach manifold, and so 
by [19, Theorem 151 M is contractible. Since GL(H) is contractible, all norm 
vector bundles with fiber Hare trivial, and any contractible space is a classifying 
space for isomorphism classes of norm vector bundles with fiber H; in particular 
M is such a classifying space. 
We shall now show that M, is a classifying space for Vect, , the functor 
which associates to a compact HausdorfI space X the set of isomorphism classes 
of n-dimensional vector bundles over X. Now since M, is open in id B(H) 
and splits up into orbits of the action of exp B(H) on id B(H), we can apply 
Proposition 1.4 locally to deduce that for P E M, 
K = {T E GL(H): TPT-l = P> --f GL(H) ---f M, 
is a fibration. Now GL(H) is contractible and so by [12, Chapter 4.131 A& is 
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a classifying space for the functor K, which assigns to each CW-complex S 
the set k,(X) of isomorphism classes of principal K-bundles over X. By a 
similar argument to that above 
B 0 
K=10 D ( 1 : A E B(PH)-l, D E B((Z - P) H-’ j 
Since dim(range P) = n, II(P is isomorphic to GL,(C), and B((I - P) H)-’ 
is isomorphic to GL,(H). Thus, since GL(H) is contractible, GL,(C) is a strong 
deformation retract of K. Thus &(X) . IS in one-to-one correspondence with 
&J~,(X) for any CW-complex X. Now [12, Chapter 51 &J~)(X) is in 
one-to-one correspondence with Vect,(X) for every CW-complex X. Hence 
[X, M,] is in one-one correspondence with Vect,(X) for every CW-complex 
X. The functors Vect, and [ -, M,] are both continuous functors, and any 
compact Hausdorff space is the inverse limit of finite CW-complexes [24,7.8.1], 
so [X, M,] is in one-to-one correspondence with Vect,(X) for any compact 
Hausdorff space X. 
Now the map P---f I - P is a biholomorphic map of Mn onto M, , and so 
M” is also a classifying space for Vect, . Thus id B(H) is the discrete union of 
two classifying spaces for Vect, for every n >, 0, and a classifying space for the 
set of isomorphism classes of norm vector bundles with fiber H. This proves 
the result. 
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